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Methode for the study of bransport p~oblems due to ?rIaawe!l and 
Chapman have been extended to  the degenerate gases by a p p l ~ i n p  the 
new statistic8 due to  Fermi and Dirac. In order to epplg tkis to sp 
aesembly of electrone and ions, Perieco'o method has been adopted using 
known data for white dwarfs. Calculations ere giren for the cornpenion 
of Sirius and 8,-Eridani for different central temperatures. 
Recently Rot hari studied the transport phenomena in dege- 
nerate gasea by applying Boltzrnan's met hod ' and c o n s i d e d  
the case of inverse square l am according to the method due to 
Chapman.' In a later paper a he indicates the possibility of tbe 
application of his result to  white dwarfs. Since the problem is 
of vital interest not only to  dmarf stars but even to the o r d i n a ~  
giant stars, which according to IIilne possess s degenerste 
wre, in the present investigation we shall st.udp the prc~blern 
afresh after the more powerful method due t.o 31r.lsn-ell and 
Chapman and in the application to stellar wodels we shall 
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